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The flight-determined buffet boundaries of ten airplanes are pre- 
sented. Compsrfsons are made with five possible buffetfng criterfa 
which are related to airfoi.l--sectfon characteristics. The general con- 
formity of the trend of the buffet boundaries (in terms of lift coeffi- 
cient and Mach nu&er) with that of the criteria for seven of the eight 
straigh-kxing airplanes indicates that the wing was probably the primary 
cause of the buffeting. A reasonable estimate of the buffet boundary of 
a straight-wing airplsn8 may be obtained from the criteria discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the first factors of concern in the et- of buffet chsracter- 
istics of airplanes is th8 establishment of conditions of lift coefficient 
and Mach number at which air-plan8 buffet- occurs (detectable by the 
pilot or by suitable instrumentation); a second factor is the relation of 
the buffet boundaries so determined to sm criterion which till define 
the occurrence of a flow change on soms major component of the airplane. 

It appeared likely that information on the above two points could be 
obtained from a study of existing flight records which originally had I 
been obtained and analyzed for purposes other than a study of buffeting 
characteristics. Such an exszina tion of flight data on file at Am8s 
Aeronautical Laboratory resulted in sufficient information on six air- 
planes to establish the buffet boundaries. To supplement these results, 
data on four other airplanes were obtained; one fromtests conducted at 
Langley Aeranauticsl Laboratory and three from tests at the NACA High- 
Speed Fllight Research Station. 

This report presents the flight4etermined buffet boundaries of ' 
these ten airplanes and compares themwith five criteria based an 
airfoil-section characteristics. 
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SPMBOLS 

NACARMA5012'7 

A 

AZ 

b 

CL 

cr 

ht 

M 

Ep, 

wing aspect ratio 

the ratio of the net aerodynamic force along the airplane 2 axis 
(positive when,directed upward, as-in nor~t@ level flight), to 
the weight of the airplane 

Willg SpeS, f88t - 

airplane lift coefficient PAZ 

\ > ss 

wing root chord, feet 

average height of stabilizer root chord above tin@; root chord, feet 

fr88-Str8m Mach nuxtiber 
. 

lift4ivergence Mach number (free-stream Mach nuniber at initial 
&nXLection point of curves of section lift coefficient versus 
Mach nmiber at constant angLe of att&ck) 

force-peak Mach number (free-stream Mach number at peak of curves 
of section lift coefficient versus .Mach nuniber at constant angle 
of attack) 

critical Mach nmiber of airfoil section 

free-stream Mach nuiber at which flow at airfoil crest first 
reaches Sonic velocity 

free-stream Mach ntiniber based on empirical buffeting criterion 

average Mach lulznber differenC8 between buffet bouudaries and 
criterion 

difference in Mach number between buffet boundary and Mb 

difference in Mach number between buffet boundary sud Mp 

difference in Mach nmiber between buffet boundary snd %, 

difference in Mach nurdber between buffet boundary and % 

difference in Mach nuuiber betweenbuffet boundary and MS 

dplamic pressure ) pounds per s9a3?8 foot 

. 

. -- 
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S Wing 8588, SQUS.I-8 f88t 

V true airspeed, feet per second 
. 

w airplane weight, pounds 

6 &18 between flight path md line through trailing 8d@ asd. 
T+percentihord point of wing upper surface 

P atmospheric density at altitude, slugs per cubic foot 

A angle of wing sweepback, degrees 

REscRIm10l?m TEmAJlEUmS 

All the test vehicles were sin@+mgine, Singl8q&Ee a-lams, 
the major differences of which can be determined from. the fallowing 
grouping: 

. Conveationi3l 
airfoil 
sections 

i 

-w3 
airfoil 
sections 

Straight, 
lowwing 

NO68 inlet 

Straight, X-l 
. mid- -C 

Propeller 

driven 

Jet 
propelled 

Rocket 
prapemd 

3 

. Figme 1 shows two-view drawings and soms specificatiom (3ncludin.g 
h.t/cr) of the airplanes, and figure 2 shows wfng-raot airfoil-section . 
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contours. More detailed particulars may be obta3ned from the references 
lfsted as follows: 

Airplane Reference 

F6J?-1. . . . . . . . 1 (airplane 2) 
P-3gN........' 2 
F+II'. . . . . . :. 3 
F+lH........ 4 
F-&A........ 5 
YF434-A . . . . . . . 

i&::::::: 
6 

Fa.::::::: g 

All the airplanes tested were equipped with staxdard KACA photo- 
graphically recording instruments for lneasuring afrspeed, altitude,, end 
normal acceleration as functions of time. Airspeeds were corrected for 
position error in al.1 cases-except for those installations where the 
error was considered negligible. In addition to the afore-mentioned 
instrumnts, the D-55&1, D+'j8-2j and X-l airplanes were equipped with 
strain gages installed tithe wing roots. 

Because the tests were performed at. different times and places, the 
test procedures varied and are described individually. 

F8F-1 

-- 

Flight tests were made at Mach numbers ranging from 0.50 to the 
maximum practicable, and. for normal accelerations rang- from those of 
steady flight to values corresponding to lift coefficients of about 1.10. 
The test altitude was 20,000 feet +6,000 feet. Data were obtained in 
steaQ dive pull-outs, dur- which the pilot tried to hold constant 
acceleration while allowing the mch nuniber to very. 

. 
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Tests were run at Mach numbers from 0.60 to 0.80 at attitudes rang- 
ing from 4,000 to l2,CCO feet. Data were obtained by graduslly increas- 
ing the acceleration (from values corresponding to a lift coefficient of 
almost zero to those for a lift coefficient of 0.8C) whKLe holding the 
other conditions approximately constant. 

F-5lD 

Abrupt stalls were made at altitudes of lO,OOC, 2O,OOC, snd 30,000 
feet, and at Mach numbers from 0.50 to 0.63 by puUJ.n. the airplsne up 
as sharply as possible, with inertia, control power, end stability as 
limiting factors. Grad* stalls in turns were also made at 30,000 feet 
and at Mach nuuibers from 0.50 to 0.65, and pull-p6 through the buffet 
boundary were made within the Mach number range from 0.64 to 0.80 until 

. vibration of the air-plane became objectionable to the pilot. The lift 
coefficients ranged from approximately 0.15 to 1.10. 

. 
F-5= 

Test procedures for this airplane were similar to those for the 
F8F airplane. 

F-8CA 

The airplane was ffrst stabilized in steady s-k&i&t runs, and-then 
rolled into gradusX&tightening turns, keeping the airspeed approximately 
constant until the stall, or to the highest safe acceleration. This tech 
nique was used at &&oh nu&ers below 0;78. Data for higher &ch numbers 
(up to 0.86) were obtained during pull-ups from shallow dives. The test 
sItitudes varied from 20,000 to 35,000 feet, and the normal accelerations 
ranged from that for steady flight to that for a lift coefficient of 1.10. 

Tests were maAe in steady turns at 35,ooO feet at various accelera- 
tions andairspeeds, forthelowerI&hnumber range (below0.80), snd 
in pull-ups at that altitude for the higher Mach nunibers (from 0.80 to 
the maxkm.nn attained). The lift coefficients obtained varied from 0 to 
0.85. The zero lift coefficients were obtained in push-over maneuvers. 

. 
Data were obtained by diving the airplane. The boundary was pene- 

trated at various airspeeds by varying the nor&l acceleration in 
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pull-ups.from steady flight values to those for lift coefficients of 
approximately 0.90. 

Buffe-trboundery points below a Mach nu&er of 0.81 were obtained 
during accelerated turns, whereas those above 0.81 were obtained during 
pull-ups from dives. The lift coefficients ranged from 0.10 to 0.90. 

Data were obtaked, with slats closed, in stalls snd turns at alti- 
tudes varying fromlOJJC#J to 25,000 feet. The Mach nuniber was varied 
from 0.60 to 0.90, and the lift coefficient ranged from 0.10 to 0.90. 

F46A 

Below a Mach number of 0.92, data were obtained in pull-ups from 
level flight at an altitude of approximately 35,000 feet. In the higher 
Mach number range (above 0.92), the airplane was dived to attain the 
desired speed, then pulled up through the buffet boundary at about the 
s&lm &ltitude. Lift coefficients var-led from approxFmately 0 to 1.20. 
The zero lift coefficients were obtained-in push-over meuvers similar 
to those perfmd with the YF-84A airplane. 

DE-TIOH OF B'IJKKET BOUNDARIES 

For the purposes of this report, buffeting w+s considered to be 
first encountered by an aFr$lane -when the acceleration oscillations at 
the center of gravity underwent a noticeable increase in amplitude from 
that normally encountered. A typical time-history recording of such 
acceleration changes is shown in figure 3. 

The point at which an airplane can-be said to start buffeting will 
be determined by the least noticeable increase in the width of the 
recorded accelerometer~line. It has been found from experience that the 
least change in line tidth that can be detected consistently is approxi- 
mately iO.005 inch. (An error of as much as 25 percent in the determina- 
tion of this change Inline width would cause but a negligible change In 
the buffet boundary.) Changes in accelerstion as low as f0.03g were 

J . 

determined from records from typical IWA recording accelerollleters of the 
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ty& used to obtain most of the data presented herein. Buffet boundaries 
thus determined define the lowest limit at which = unsteadiness in the 
lift force occurs and do not necessarily indicate operational limits of 
the aircraft. 

Since there has been soxe question as to the difference between. 
pilots* opinions of beginnfng of buffet, and the boundary indicated by 
instruments, the pilot of the F&F-l airplane was supplied with a means of 
marking the photographic records at till, and was requested to indicate 
the point at which he considered buffeting to start. A comparison of 
points thus selected and those indicated by the accelerometer is pre- 
sented in figure 4. For this particular combination of pilot and airplane, 
the two buffet boundaries are almost identical. Similar results have been 
noted with the F-%A and -58-Z airplanes (reference 8). It has been 
shown that the minimum normal acceleration detectable by a pilot is approx- 
imately -+0.0&g (reference lo), which is comparable to the minimum normal 
acceleration detectable on the NllCA accelerometer records, so it might be 
expected that the agreement should be'good except for a slight time lag 
in the pilot's reactions. 

The airplane Uft coefficients and &ch numbers corresponding to the 
beginning of buffet, as deftied above, were considered to define the 
buffet boundary. These lift coefficients were calculated from the equa- 
tion 

C WPLZ -- 
L - qs 

It is seen from the equation that the lift was ctssmd equal to the normal 
force, W%. Although this is not rigorous, since the ltft is a function 
of the normal. and longit- acceleratFons as well as the angle of 
attack of the airplane, it was determined that the maximum devietfon was 
only of the order of 5 percent. It was realized that the total airplane 
lift thus determined included those portions contributed by the propeller, 
fuselage, and tail; however, this total airplane lift was used as a 
reasonable approximation of the wing lift for the purpose of c-ring the 
buffet boundaries with the various buffeting criteria. 

The buffet boundary of the F+lD, determined in a similar manner, was 
obtained from reference 3. The bounds&es for the D+el, X-1, and 
w38-2 airplanes were obtained from reference 8. T-story recordings 
of load fluctuations, m indicated by strain gages mounted onthe wing 
roots, were used fn addition to accelerometer records to indicate points 
of incipient buffeting for the latter three airplanes. (Boundary points 
obtained from the two records coincided.) 
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In figure .5, experimntally obtained points of.incip1en-t buffeting 
are presented in term of lfft coefficient as a function of Mach number, 
for the eight airplanes for which these potits were available. Also 
shown are the buffet boundaries whkh have been faired through these 
points. It should be noted that there is considerable scatter fn the 
test points (the amount VW from airplane to aixylaue), which perhape 
is due to other varfables, such as rate of change of Ikch nuziber, pitch- 
ing velocity, minute chauges in wing surface, etc. These effects +y be . 
such as to alter the lift coefficients at which buffetfng begins, So that 
the scatter shown may not necessarily be due to experimental inaccuracies. 
This fact should be borne-in mFnd when the buffet boundaries are cnmpared 
with the various computed criteria in the comparisons section of this 
report. 

The buffet boundary of the YJ?&A (fig. 5(f)) shows a rapid change 
in Slope at-low lift coefficients. Whether or not this indicates that 
the buffet bound8zy for this airplane doe6 not extend to zero lift coef- 
ficient is not known; however, no apparent buffeting was obtained at zero 
lift coefficient for Mach numbers as high as 0.84. 

The dashed portion of the F-86A buffet bounda%y (fig. 5(h)) should be 
noted. This is an extension where boundary points were not obtained but 
defiuite buffeting points were determined wand the boundary at a lift 
coefficient as low 88 0.081, above a Elach nuuiber of 0.97. 

Also shown in figure 5 are the limits of penetration beyond the 
buffet bouudsries obtained durTng the course of the flight tests. The 
penetrations were not normally limited by buffet- intensities since the 
tests were not conducted for the purpose of explorfn@; the maximumtoler- 
able buffeting. However, the conditions for which elevator structural 
failure imposed an upper limit on the lift coefficient attainable'are , 
noted in two of the figures. * 

DE-TCION CD BTIFFETING CRITERIA 

The selection and application of the buffeting criteria discussed 
herein were besed on several simplif'ying assumptions. The basic assump 
tion made was that the source of the buffeting was some chsracteristic 
of the airfoil. Thus all the criteriaconsidered are more or less based 
on airfoil-section characteristics that might promote this buffeting. 
Another assumption was that the Fnitial buffeting occurred at the wing- 
fuselage junction, so that on a w%ng with varying profile from soot to 
tip, only the root profile was considered. The root-sectfon lift coeffi- 
cient was assured to be equal to the total airplane normal-force coeffi- 
c fent . This assumption was justified in part by the fact that the 
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theoretical span loading distribution (reference 11) for all the straight 
wings was such that the root sectfon lift coefficient vasfed by no more 
than 6 percent from the average lift coefficient over the span. For the 
criteria which are based directly on angle of attack (q and m), the 
lift-curve slope was estimated by use of the aspectiatio correction 
described below. Further possible reffnsmnts such as the effect of the 
induced velocity of the fuselage, or the incremszrt of velocity in the 
slipstream, were not considered. 

The foregoing applies to the use of the several criterfa on the 
straight-wing airplanes. Application of the criteria to the swept-wing 
a-lanes is discussed in the compmisons section of this report. The 
sources of the data used (references 12 to 20) are noted In table I. 
For those cases where data were not available for the exact airfoil 
sections, the closest se.ctions for which data were available are indi- 
cated. 

. 

ML+- Critical Mach nu&er.- Since the cr&ical Mach nuxiber (B&x) 
. represents the speed at which sonic velocity is first reached 

on an airfoil, it should be expected to be only an approxi- 
mate measure of the onset of buffet-. Parenthetically, it 
may be noted that there is a break tithe critfcal Mach 
nmiber curve as it is usually presented, which is due to the 
fact that there are two regions on the airfoil section where 
sonic velocity can be reached - near the nose and over the 
mid-portion of the chord. 

The variation of critical Mach nu&er of an airfoil 
with lift coefficient is fairly readily calculable without 
the aid of wind-tunnel data (reference l.2). This procedure 
is useful on occasion when sufficient data are not avail- 
able for use of more accurate methods of defining condi- 
tions of flow change. 

Mach nuniber of sonic flow at crest.- A somewhat more 
refined inalcation of flow conditions over the airfoil may 
be the Mach ntmiber at which sonic velocity is first 
reached at the crest of the airfoil (herein called &$I. 
As shown in reference 13, there is a correlatfon b,etween 
this criterion a& the Mach nux&er of drag divergence, a 
phenomenon which may also be associated with the Eminence 
of buffet-. 

This criterion also canbe used without recourse to 
wind-tunnel data. Its application requires an estfmate of 
not only the pressure distribution, but also the angle of 
attack, since the crest of the airfoil is defined as the 
point where the upper surface is tangent to the free--stream 
direction. In the evaluation of s . ; Mp for this report, the 
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a,ngle of attack for an arbitrary crest pofnt was first deter- . 
mined. Then-the l-peed lift+curve slope was estimated 
from reference 21,takFng into account the aspect ratio. With 
those two quantities, the low-peed lift coefficient was 
obtained, which in turn, allowed the determftion of the 
theoreticalpressure coefficient at the crest. As is shown 
in reference 13, the value of Mg can then be determIned 
directly from the ,low-speed pressure coefficient. A new 
lift-curve slope was found using the aspect ratio cmrected 
for compressibility effects, and a second Mach number was 
calculated. Since these successive approximations showed 
rapid convergence, only two were made. Finally, thelow- 
speed lift coe?f$cient.was corrected by the Prandtl-Glauert 
factor. 

Lift4ivergence Mach nu@er.- It fs normal for the lift 
coefficient at a constant angle of attack to increase with 
Mach number at a progressively greater rate untfl an inflec- 
tfon point is reached at a mch number somewhat higher than 

232 
and then to ticrease at a progressively decreasing 

uZrt3.l a peak is reached. This inflection point on the 
curve is defined (reference 14) as the Mach nupiber of lift- 
divergence and is referred to herein as Mb. Since this is 
the point at which the lift chmacteristics of an airfoil 
began to change, this lift-aivergence Mach ILuniber may serve as 
a useful buffeting criterion. 

Liftipeak Mach number.- It may be reasoned that the buffeting 
of an airplane wKU be of mino~.magnrttude urrtll drastic flow 
changes have occurred. Such a condition will be defined by 
the peak of the lift curves previously mentimed and the Mxh 
mmiber of this point will be referred to as %. The seme 
wind4xmnel data may be used to evaluate the lift-peak buffet- 
ing criterion as that used for the lift-divergence criterion. 

% 
Emirical buffeting criterion.- The last criterion for the 
determination of the buffet boundary, compared with flight 
data herein, is that obtained by the mthod suggested in 
reference 15. In the reference, it FE shown that the pressure 
distributions over the aft 30 percent of a nUber of airfoils 
are almost constant up to a particular MachnNber, and then 
deviate widely with increasing Mach mmiber. Since this devia- 
tion with increasfng Mach ntu6ber is due to the adverse pessure 
gradient-which $6 a partial fupction o? the slope of the aft 
portion of.the airfoil, Ft.was reasoned that-the Machrnmber 

- at which buffeting begfns should be a function of the slope of 
the aft portion of the airfoil. An empirical relation was found, 
for a number of airplanes, between-the Mach number of ticipient 
buffeting and the angle 6 between the line of flight 

. 
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and altie drawnbetween the trailing edge and the 7O-percenG 
chord point of the upper surface. 

The criterion (referred to as MS) was evaluated by 
determining the angle 8, for various airplane angles of 
attack, and usin@; It in conjunction with the empirttcal curve 
of reference -15 to establish the Mach number at which buffeting 
starts. The corresponding lift coefficient was foundby esti- 
mating the lift-curve slope (us- reference 21),l mltiplging 
Lt by the angle of attack, and correcting the resultfng low- 
speed lift coefficient by the Prandtl-Glauert factor. 

The fligh~terminedbuffet boundaries as defined by the faired 
curves of ffgure 5 are presented with the various buffeting criteria in 
figure 6 for the eight straigh+Hng airplanes,2 and in f5gure 7 for the 
two swept-wing airplanes. The Mb and I$ criterfa have been omitted 
from figures 6(c) and 6(f) for theF+u) andYF&A airplanes because 
insufficimt Hnd-tunnel data were availsble to permit their evaluation. 
(See table I.) 

. 

A coqarison of the buffet bouudaries with the buffet- criteria 
for the straigkt-wiq ELPQIJDZS (fig. 6) discloses the outstanding 
chsxacteristic of the general confotity of the trend of the buffet 

Q 

boundaries with that of the criteria for all the a-lanes except the 
F+lH; This observation t#ends to confirm-the validity of the initial 
assumptionthatsome chszaoteristic ofthewingwas the prLmszycause of 
the buffeting,but does not obviate the possibilitythatthetail sur- 
faces r&y be contributw to the buffeting. Further confirmation of this . . 
assuqtion may be obtained by a corqarison of the buffet boundarfes of 
the X-l and w-1 airplanes (figs. 6(g) and 6(h)) which shows that they 
are almost identical for these two airplanes having identical wing 
sections. 

%he airplane effective aspect ratio was also adjusted for compressibility 
as suggested in this reference. 

%he buffet bomderies and criteria for the two airplanes for which 
boundary points were not available, and which were therefore not shown 
in figure 5, are presented in figufe 6. 
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The buffet boundary of the F+lH airplane (fig. 6(d)) differs from 
that of the otherstraight-wing airplanes I,n that it lacks the general. 
parallelism with, and Intersects, all the buffeting criteria. This 
implies that the initial buffeting was caused by something other than 
the -wing. As a consequence, the F+jlfi'airplane is not considered in the 
subsequent discussionof straight-wing airplanes. 

The Mach number differences between the buffet boundaries of the 
straight-win@; aticraft and the various criteria have been plotted as a 
function of lift coefficient in figure 8. lcbis figure indicates, as 
alltiCipat8dj that the M&f criterion3 is not only the most conservative, 
but bears the least consistent relation to the buffet boundaries. The 
closer approximation attaFned by use of the crest-line criterion is evi- 
dent in figure 8(b). 
from -r-C.11to io.03. 

The Mach number differences for this criterion vary 

One of the most consistent relationskiips to the buffet boundaries is 
that of the lFft-di.vergence criterion, 4. It is conservative for every 
case evaluated, by a LY+, variation from 4.09 to +O.O2P The lift- ak 
criterion 

"e 
has a somewhat greater spread fn 

""f: 
(a07 to -0.62 p" . 

The B& cri erion shows the least difference, OR t e average, between it 
and the buffet boundaries, but 4 var-les from +0.03 to -0.14. . 

From the foregoing results it appears that a reasonably close estt- 
mate of thebuffet boundary for straight-wing airplanes may be obtained 
if it is assumed that the boundary will have the foiJowing relations to 
the buffeting criteria: 

. 

0 
Criterion 

% 

Ei - 
4.09 

Maximum deviitan 
from LSM 

+O.lO 
-0.08 

9 u3.06 +0.05 
-0.03 

Mb +0.06 +0.03 
-0.04 

% +0.02 HI.05 
-0.04 

% o.oc +0.03 
4.14 

31t should be noted that the curves of figure 8(a) kre obtained by 
utilizing only those parts of the critical Mach number curves (or their 
extensions) derived from the pressure distributions over the central 

c 

portion of the upper surface of the airfoil. 
4This criterion was evaluated for only five of the st~aight-wing airplanes 

.- 

due to the limited test data available. (Continued on p. 13) 1 * 
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The evaluation of a buffeting criterioufor a swept-uing airplane 
r&y be carried out by two methods. For one method the free-stream veloc- 
ity would be used in conjunctian +th the section characteristics of the 
streamwise airfoil section. For the other, the velocity compment normal 
to the swept reference line would be used in conjunction with the airfoil 
data for the section normal-to that line. The free-stream mch numbers 
and airplane lift coefficients for the latter case should then be deter- 
mined by dividing the normal Mach numbers b y the cosine of the sweep 
angle end multiplying the lift coefficients by the square of the cosine 
of the sweep angle, as indicated by simple swept+ing flow theory. 

Since the buffet boundaries of only two swept-wing airplanes were 
available and any generalizations drawn from ccmgarisons with the buffet- 
ing criteria could not be considered conclusive, only the Mb criterion 
has been presented for these airplanes. The Mb CriteriCm was chosen 
because it afforded one of the most cmsisfefh predictions of the buffet 
boundaries for the straight+ing airplanes, 

With figure 7, comparisons may be made between the buffet boundaries 
and the Mb criterim, as evaluated by the two methods mentioned pre- 
viously, for the two swept-wing airplanes. A comgsrison of the buffet 
boundaries for the w'J%Z! and F-A airplanes indicste8 that au anomaly 
apparently exists. The boundary for the thicker wing airplane (F-%A) 
occurs at approximately 0.07 higher Mach number on the average then that 
for the thinner wing airplane (D-558-2). Whether or not this is due to 
buffeting originating m some portion of the -58-2 airplane other than 
the wing is not known; however, reference 8 mentions that the trailing 
edge of the slats-when locked closed deflect upward in flight which may 
be a contributing factor. As a consequence, only the Mb criterion has 
been evaluated and no conclusicms have been drawn relative to the pre- 
diction accuracy of the critericm for swept+wing airplanes by either of 
the methods of calculation. 

From the cnmparisons of the five buffeting criteria with the flight- 
determined buffet boundaries of seven straight-wing airplanes, it is 
apparent that a reasonable estimate of the buffet boundary of a straight- 
wing airplane may be obtained from the criteria discussed herein. , 

4(Concluded.) If the MB criterion (fig. 8(b))'is 
same airplanes used. for the Mb criterion (fig. 8(c)), 
from only a.04 to +C.lO. Moreover, the remaining curvea 
mutely the same degree of parallelism with the buffet boundaries as do 
those for the Mb criterion. Aa a consequence it is difficult to 
recommend one more highly than the other. 
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The w and & criteria afforded the most consistent ~edictions. 
The choice of one or the other would depend upon the test data available. 
If wind-tunnel data for the particular airfoil section (or a reasonably 
similar section) were available, the use of the Mb criterion would permit 
the quickest and easiest prediction of the buffet boundary. If no test 
data were available, the boundary could be calculated by the use of the Mp 
criterion. 
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W= 12,500 tb 

A = 5./7 

Wing sections: Root NAGA 23018 
Tip NACA 23009 

wing sectton : Republic R-4, IS-t512 -.9 

s= I30.0 sq ff 
br29.0 ft 

s = 240.1 sq ft 
b=3ZO3 ft 

s=1507sq ft 
b=25Dft 
W= 4000 fb 
A= 4J? 

r 

Whg sectton: NACA -North Amerkon cempmmfse 

S=235.75sqft 

Wihg sect&: NACA Scr,-It0 

S=IrnO sq tf 
b =250 ft 
W = 10,645 lb 

A = 3.57 

d rot OJocj. = 35. 

Wtng sections: Root NAGA 66, 2-(t..JfH5,l(u=O.Q 
TIP NAW 66, 2 -IfL??..~MO) lo’= 0.6) 

Wing secttons: Rod NAGA 63-010 
TIP NAGA 63-012 

W=IqJfl Ib 
A = 4.78 

_- -_-_ 

Wing section: NACA SCJ-213 (a =OSj 

d /at a25d=55- 

Figure i. - Two - view drawings with some peffinenf specifications of 
ajrp/ffnes fesfed in fhghf. 
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FBF-/ Yf-84A 

c. 

NACA 23018 RepuMc R- 4, 45- /5/z - .s 
/z.os % fhick 

P-39/v X-i 

NAGA 00/5 NACA Ss,- l/O 

F- S/D D-558-l 

. ... i 

NACA - Norfh Americc7n 
cofhprtimise, /4.39 % fhick 

NACA 65,-l/O 

F-5/H D-558-2 

NACA 66, P-f/.8/(/5.5) o = 0.6 NAGA 63-O/O, normal 
f0 SW8,Of r8f8f8l?C8 //ire 

. 

F-BOA F-86A 

. 

NACA 65,-213 u= 0.5 NACA 0012 - 64 (modified), 
nOrmU/ f0 SW8,Of r8f8r8nC8 iin8 

. 

f l&W8 2 .- wing - fOOf O/ffOi/ - SSCfiOl? Con fOUrS Of Uh’,Oh~8S f8Sf8d 

in f/ighf. Tjzza&T.. 
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Figure 3.- Typloal time history of normal aooeleration at the oenter 
of gravity (mow ehws point of imlplent buf'fetlng). 
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I.0 

0 Pi/of& opinion boundary poinfs 

+ ACC8/8fOm8f8f boundury pO/.fS 

./ a 

Mach number, M 

.Y 

Fi’gure 4.- COmpUriSOn for F8F-/ Oifphn8 bef ween buffef 
boundcrry points defermined ffom crcce/efomefer record 

und those indicated by pi/of. 
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(u) F8F -1 okplune . 

Figure j.- Buffet boundary po/nfs, faked buffer 
boundaries, and penetration //m/fs. 
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’ 0 Buffef boundary poinfs I 
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.6 .7 .8 
Mach number, M 

(b) P- 39N oirphne . 

Figure 5. - Confinued. 
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Figure 5. - Continued. 
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Much number, M - 

(a’) F- S/H oirphne. 

Figure 5.- Cenfinued. 
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Figure 5: Confinued. 
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Jwuch number, M v 

(f) YF - 84A airphne . 

Figure 5. - Continued. 
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I I I 0 Buffet boundary points 
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Mach number, M 
(g) D -558 -2 oirphne . 
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Figure 5.- Continued. 
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I I ///I Buffet boundmy poinfs 
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\ 

El - 
I 

.6 .I *8 .9 

Mach number, M 

(h) F-86A airpkrne. 

10 1.1 

Figure 5. - Concluded. 
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.6 .7 .8 

Mach number, M 

(0) F8F -I oirphne . 

.9 

Figure 6. - Buffet boundaries und vurious buffeting 
cfitefiu for eight stfoight - wing aircraft. 
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Figure 6. - Continued. 
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Figure 6. - Continued. 
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Figure 6. - Continued. 
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Figure 6. - Continued. 
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Figure 6.- Concluded. 

(h) D - 558 -1 uifphne . 
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Mb for approximate 

streamwise section - 
(NACA 63-008) 
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Mb for section normal 
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Much number, M 
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Figure Z - Buffet boundufies and fhe Mb buffetfhg criterion 
for two swept- wing uifcfaft. 
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for secfion nofmd 
to to swept refefence swept refefence line line 
(NAGA 0012-64, modified) (NAGA 0012-64, modified) 

I I I I O- 
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number, M 

41 

sifeum wise section 
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(b) F- 86A uirphne . 

Figure 7: - Concluded. 
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Figufe 8. - Differences in Much number b8tWtQt?n buffef boundaries 
ond buffeting crltefiu . 
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